Perennial flowers
from beads
Make perennial flowers from beads that can
be used for many different purposes. Put them
in a vase, on a hair clip or use them as gift
decorations or napkin decorations on the
table. Get started with the old, French
handicraft, which looks complicated but is
actually based on a few simple techniques.
Thread rocaille seed beads onto a thin brass
wire, pass the needle through a bead, thread
more beads onto the wire and twist the brass
wire,
then you have
made the first petal..
Inspiration:
16159
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Cut a 40 – 60 cm piece of brass wire and
double it over. Twist the wire to make a
loop which is approx. 1 cm long. Please
note that the length of the wire
determines the length of the stem of the
finished flower.

Make three small and five large petals for
the flower. Make the three small petals by
threading 12 beads onto each wire on
either side of the loop. Twist the wires
together and now thread 16 beads onto
each wire.
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Bend the wires backwards towards the
loop and gather them by twisting them
together.

Make the large petals by threading 16
beads onto each wire on either side of
the loop. Thread 20 beads onto each
wire when making the outer edge of the
petal before twisting the wires together
for the petals. Make a total of five large
petals.
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Make the stamens by threading seven
rocaille seed beads onto the brass wire.
Thread the 8th bead onto the wire and
feed the wire back through the first seven
beads. Repeat so that you have a total of
seven stamens. Roll the beaded wire
(with the seven stamens) together and
push the brass wire through the rolled-up
beaded stamens and twist the brass wire.

You may make the centre of the flower as
a ball; thread four beads onto a piece of
brass wire. Push both wires through the
fourth bead from either side and tighten.
Thread another bead onto each wire and
feed both wire ends through the third
bead from either side). Repeat so that
you have carried out this process a total
of four times. Assemble the ball by
threading a bead onto each wire, push
the wires through the first bead from
either side and tighten.
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Make leaves as woven bead leaves or on
a piece of brass wire. Cut a 40-60 cm
piece of brass wire. Thread 12 beads
onto the middle of the wire and twist the
wire. Make leaves on both wires following
the same procedure using 12 beads for
each leaf. Twist the brass wire. Make the
last two leaves following the same
procedure but with 16 beads for each
leaf.

Assemble the flower by arranging the
small petals around the stamens. Cut a
40 cm piece of brass wire and twist it
tightly around the stamens and the small
petals. Now arrange the five large petals
staggered around the three small petals
and twist the brass wire around them to
keep them in place. Twist the brass wire
ends together to form a stem. Attach the
leaves around the stem by twisting them
with brass wire.
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Make flowers on a 60 cm piece of brass
wire. Thread 13 beads onto the wire and
twist the wire around the last bead.
Thread 12 beads onto the wire and twist
the two beaded wires together at the end
to form a petal. Make a total of five petals.
See step 6 and make the centre of the
flower as a ball. You may attach the
flower onto a hair clip by twisting the
brass wire ends onto the hair clip.

Flowers made from different coloured
beads.
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Hair clips with beaded flowers.

